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STATEMENT 

Name: 
Mr Bickley 

STATES: 

I make this statement under the belief that the contents contained herein cannot be used 

against me in any criminal matters. 

On Wednesday 9 May 2007 I listened to a recording of a telephone conversation played 

to me by Detective Senior Constable HA YES. The CD was labelled Operation 

ORBIT AL, Prom.is No: Telephone Intercept Product, re: Warrant ••••I The track I listened to was number 3. 

I have identified the voices contained within this recording as myself and Abdallah 

RADI who I refer to as 'Eddie'. The content of the call is as follows: 

Eddie: How are you buddy? 

Myself: Good mate, how are you, all right? 

Eddie: Good. 

Myself: What time do you want to meet, quarter past, twenty past? 

Eddie: Ah, I can't give you a time now, but around that, yes. 

Myself: Ok, can you just tell me, 

Eddie: Yeah. 

Myself: Because just roughly how much, how much are we 
going to do? 10? 20? 

Eddie: Um. 

Myself: 

Eddie: 

Thousand I'm saying you know. 

Ah. 

Myself: How much have you got for me, 1? 

Eddie: Six. 

Myself: Kilo? Or hundred? 

Eddie: Six mother fuckers. 

Myself: That much? 
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Eddie:
Myself:
Eddie:
Myself:
Eddie:

Myself:

All right, no worries.
I’ll see you.

Ciao.
I’ll call you.
Ciao.

Yeah.

Having listened to this call I can say the following in relation to it.

When I ask Eddie how much we were going to do I mean

how many ecstasy tablets we were going to manufacture. The 10, 20 refers to 10, 000 or 

20,000 ecstasy pills.

When I asked ‘Eddie’ how much he had for me, I was referring to ecstasy powder and 

‘1’ refers to 1 kilogram. When Eddie stated ‘6’ he was referring to the quantity of 

ecstasy powder. I then confirm whether he means 6 hundred grams or 6 kilograms. 

When ‘Eddie’ replies 6 mother fuckers he is referring to 6 kilograms of ecstasy powder. 

I was surprised and confirmed that it was that quantity.

On page 13 of my statement dated 20 July 2006 I stated that I believed that the ‘6 

mother flickers’ referred to 6000 ecstasy tablets. I had not listened to the conversation 

when I initially referred to it. Having now listened to the conversation the ‘6 mother 

fuckers’ undoubtedly refers to 6 kilograms of ecstasy powder.

I have re-read my statement dated 20 July 2006 and I intend to expand on a number of 

points. I will do this in an additional statement to be made at a later date.
Mr Bickley
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Statement taken and signature witnessed by me
at : oz.AM on at Brunswick

DetSen.Constable 31082

I hereby acknowledge that this statement is true and correct and I make it in the belief 
that a person making a false statement in the circumstances is liable to the penalties of 
perjury.

Mr Bickley

Acknowledgment made and signature witnessed by me 
at®) :<£> AM on^^^^^l at Brunswick

Det.Sen.Constable 31082

Mr Bickley
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